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Abstract – In this paper we present a RFID data authentication
using a digest code for the pre-paid cards which is one of the
important issues to protect the money stored on these cards from
attack, prevent card cloning and data interrogation.
In this paper new authentication algorithm with self
programmed architecture has been designed using Mentor
Graphic FPGA Advantage, tested using Agilent Digital Logic
Analyzer and implemented on a field programmable gate array
(FPGA) Xilinx Spartan-3E XC3E500E-5FG320. Comparison
took place between the simulation results from ModelSim
program and the testing results from the Digital Logic Analyzer
and a satisfying result has been obtained.
The authentication algorithm works with the same standards
RFID transponders increasing their security and gives it the
ability to work with standalone read/write RFID devices.
The cryptography procedure used with the RFID data
authentication technique is the digest code for the transponder
data to be saved on the transponder itself and to be checked in
every operation for approving that the data on the transponder is
genuine. The digest code is regenerated if the data changed and
saved on the RFID card.
This authentication algorithm with the digest code generation
does not need any backbone network or database or even
computer. It is all done using the read/write RFID device.
Index Terms – RFID Authentication Algorithm; RFID Data
Authentication; Encrypted data authentication Algorithm; VLSI
Design for RFID Digest Code; FPGA Implementation; RFID
Security System; RFID Data Protection; RFID Digest Code.
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INTRODUCTION

Recently the contactless ID systems called Radio
Frequency Identification (RFID) systems become very popular
for contactless automatic identification. It will become the

most common form of electronic data-carrying devices in use
in everyday life within few years.
RFID cards are used in many applications like access control,
pre-paid card, electronic wallet and others. Some of these
applications need high security and data protection against
cloning or data change especially for standalone systems. That
is why we select this point to work on “Digest code for RFID
Cards” for standalone systems and using a programmable
algorithm to be programmed automatically through the card
identification number.
The new authentication code algorithm does not need any
calculations inside the card itself to keep the card cheep as
possible. It depends on primitive polynomial that is selected
from a pool of polynomials depending on the card ID. As well
there is some random LUT to select polynomial shuffling
among the selected polynomials and a bit shuffling too. All of
these operations let the operation be a one way non-traceable
operation.
The new authentication code called a “Digest Code”. It
prevents card cloning for RFID transponders and cards, as
well as prevents card data change.
II.

ARCHITECTURE

The RFID Digest code is the first authentication technique
for RFID cards that work for standalone readers with no need
for backbone servers and can do full data authentication against
data modification or card cloning.
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A. RFID Digest Code Properties
The proposed RFID Authentication technique must include
the whole data packet with some information stored inside the
reader and other related to the RFID card itself as the EPC
Card ID with length of 64 or 96 bits [1], [2], [3].
TABLE I.

IV.

SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

A. Authentication Code (Digest Code) Algorithm
The following flow chart in Figure 1 describes the design of
the authentication code (Digest Code) creation and verification.
Card
Selection

AUTHENTICATION ALGORITHM DATA STRUCTURE.

EPC CARD ID
(64 Bits) or (96 Bits)

Data
(Variable Length)

Card ID
Reading

B. Polynomial Characteristics
Our system works with a dozen of polynomials that are
selected from a pool of different polynomials with different
polynomials degree.

Polynomial
Selection

Rx Data
from card

A degree (r) polynomial is primitive if and only if its period
is 2r-1. The period of a polynomial is the maximum period
realized by its corresponding LFSR implementation.

However, not all irreducible polynomials are primitive. For
example, x4+x3+x2+x+1 is an irreducible polynomial but is not
primitive. If 2r-1 is a prime number then all degree-r irreducible
polynomials are primitive [4].
C. Authentication code (Digest Code) Structure
The proposed authentication code (Digest Code) structure
is composed of twelve polynomials output. Each polynomial
output consists of 32 bit packet length. So the authentication
code length is 12x32bit equal 384 bit length. This code can be
used as it is, we can decrease the twelve polynomial to any
number depend on the application and the data packet length
we will work on. As well we can truncate the number of bits
for every signal polynomial and use it with the card as a digest
code. So we have a digest code starts from 8 bits up to 384 bits.
III.

DESIGN PARAMETERS

Bit Shuffling
Selection

Authentication
Code
Calculation

The smallest polynomial order is 8 bit; the largest
polynomial order is 32 bit, in between there is 10, 11, 12, 15,
16, 24, and 30. These CRC Polynomials have been chosen for
being primitive polynomials.

Like prime numbers, primitive polynomials have the
property that they cannot be factored into smaller degree
polynomials in the defining field. Polynomials that cannot be
factored into smaller degree polynomials are called irreducible.
All primitive polynomials are irreducible.
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Figure 1. Flow Chart of the Authentication Code Algorithm

A. Programmed Algorithm
It is a reconfigurable Algorithm that has the ability to
restructure the already implemented algorithm using an input
signal or code to have a different algorithm using the same
resources of the hardware chip.

After card selection the RFID reader reads the card ID then
a polynomial selection is done depending on the card ID that
selects a new algorithm and new criteria in bit shuffling that
will be used during digest code generation for the data read
from the RFID card.

B. Multipurpose RFID Card
Multipurpose RFID card is to use the same card with MultiApplications. Every application has its own memory locations
and has its own security and authentication code independently
on each other.

After calculating the authentication code for the data on the
card a comparison takes place between the generated code and
the saved code for authentication.
Successful authentication code verification leads to
successful access to the system for data manipulation. New
authentication code (Digest Code) will be generated to be
saved with the new data on the RFID card.
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B. Design Hierarchy

Figure 2. Design Heirarchy

C. Digest Code Top Heirarchy Block Diagram

Figure 3. Digest Code Top Hierarchy Block Diagram

D. Digest Code Top Hierarchy Describtion
The Digest code top hierarchy consists of 6 main blocks:
1- Poly Select.
This block is a hierarchal block. It is responsible for
selecting the polynomials used to generate the
authentication code (Digest Code). It selects twelve
polynomials in a random way from a pool that contains
thirty two polynomials of different degrees.

2- Digest Code Generator.
This block is a hierarchal block. It is responsible for
generating a pre-digest code using the twelve polynomials
selected by the “poly select” block. This “Digest Code
generator” block is built from a twelve generic hardware
polynomial that work in parallel independent on each
other. These twelve hardware polynomials are designed to
work with any polynomial selected from the polynomial
pool that contains thirty two polynomials.
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3- Digest Code Shuffling.
This block is a hierarchal block. It is responsible for
shuffle the pre-digest code that is generated by the
“Digest Code Generator” that is automatically
programmed through the selected polynomials that is
selected by the “Poly Select” block. This block shuffle the
pre-digest code generated by one polynomial and another
as well this block is responsible for shuffling the bits from
pre-digest code to another in a random way to maximize
the property of being one way function.

ISO/IEC 18000-3 have high bitrates starting from 106 Kbit/s
up to 848 Kbit/s [5].
TABLE II. SYNTHESIS REPORT EXTRACTED FROM XILINX TOOLS ISE 9.2I.
FOR OUR SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

4- Digest Code Transmitter.
This block is responsible for converting the parallel
digest code 12x32bit into serial to be written on the card.
5- Digest Code Receiver.
This block is responsible for receiving serial digest
code and converts it into parallel for comparison with the
generated digest code.
6- Authentication Block.
This block is responsible for comparing the received
digest code with the generated digest code and takes a
decision whether the card is authenticated or refused due
a mismatch between the card digest code and the
generated digest code.
V.

DESIGN SYNTHESIS

Xilinx ISE Version 9.2i is used for synthesis. The design
and the test bench is designed using a portable VHDL code and
can be mapped for any family of FPGA for any vendor like
Xilinx or Altera or others and for any family like vertex,
Spartan or others.
We first synthesis the design without the test bench to
evaluate the usage of FPGA chip resources from Flip Flops,
Look Up Tables (LUT). A detailed report found in Table II that
is extracted from the synthesis tools Xilinx ISE Ver. 9.2i.
The system is implemented on FPGA Xilinx Spartan 3E
using XC3E500E -5FG320 Chip.
A. Synthesis Results for the design

VI.

SYSTEM SYMULATION & TESTING

1- Frequency (Speed) of the design.



Maximum Frequency (Max. Operating
Frequency) is 76.530MHz.
Minimum period is 13.067ns.

2- Timing.
 Setup time (Minimum input arrival time
before clock) is 5.211ns.
 Hold Time (Maximum output required time
after clock) is 4.851ns.
 Propagation Delay (Maximum combinational
path delay) is 4.877ns.
One of the RFID standards in the frequency range is
13.56MHz. The International Standard Protocols for the
RFID systems are ISO/IEC 14443, ISO/IEC 15693 or

Figure 4. Hardware Test Bench Setting
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Figure 5 shows the hardware testing with three packets
shown on the figure, the first one is the Card ID Packet, the
second one is the Data Packet and the Third one is the Digest
code Packet.
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Figure 7 is the consolidation of twenty one individual
simulations for the whole design. It is clear that these
simulations run individually since that every one of them is a
test scenario by its own.
The authentication code (digest code) output is point of
interest of this design; it is extracted from the simulation to be
compared with each other.
This authentication code is 384 bit length. It is generated
from twelve polynomial each generates thirty two bit output.
These polynomials are primitive polynomials. So its period is
equal to (2r-1), where r is equal to 32 in our case, so the period
is equal to (232-1) equal 4,294,967,295 bit which is much
greater than 4Kbit (maximum data packet length). The twelve
polynomials contain at least one of the 32 degree polynomials.
So we can conclude that there is no repetition during one
authentication code generation.

Figure 5. Hardware test with 1Kbit data packet.

The change of authentication code due to the change of one
bit in the data packet is large enough that it is hard to be traced,
because the digest code variation due to one bit is
approximately the same as if it is due to multiple bit change in
the data packet.
The change of the authentication algorithm for the change
of the card ID gives the design its privacy against hacking,
since the hackers will work on certain card ID not all the card
IDs.
The random selection for the polynomial shuffling and the
bit shuffling after the polynomial selection let the tracing
process tend to be impossible, which gives the design its own
privacy against hacking as well.

Figure 6. ModelSim Simulation for 1 Kbit data Packet.

Comparing the two figures 5 & 6, it was found that the
signals are the same with the only difference is the propagation
delay that differs from clock signal to output signal with
maximum value of 4.877 ns.

Figure 7. Authentication Code Output Comparison

The authentication code length 384 bit gives the
combination of 3.94 x 10115 for every single card ID. This
decreases the possibility of authentication code repetition for
the same card. Every card has its own ID that gives different
algorithm with totally different distribution for the
authentication code with respect to the data packet on card.
This means if we have two cards with same data, we will have
different authentication code due to the variation of the
algorithms that creates the authentication code.
VII. SYSTEM ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES
The advantage of the authentication code system:
1. Speed is high enough for the present and near future
applications.
2.

New algorithm has been implemented for
authentication with high level of protection against
RFID card data interrogations.

3.

Different authentication algorithm is implemented for
every card ID that gives high protection level against
card cloning.

4.

The ability to work with multitask cards.

5.

Acceptance of variable card ID length even for
futuristic application and RFID EPC.

6.

Easy to reconfigure the polynomials and the random
LUT for every application if needed.
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7.

First stand alone RFID authentication process without
the need of PC and backbone server for authentication.

8.

The new authentication system can work with the
standard RFID without the need of any modification;
only append the new system to the present system.

9.

Need no card processing, so it works with the standard
RFID and smart card without any modifications.

10. There is no design limitation with respect to Card ID
length, and data packet length.
The disadvantage of the authentication code system:

76.530MHz with minimum period of 13.067ns, maximum
propagation delay is 4.877ns, minimum setup time is 5.211ns,
and the maximum holdup time is 4.851ns.
Test bench has been designed to synthesis RFID card
operation with various IDs and data packets with successful
and failure test scenarios.
The design is downloaded on Spartan-3E Kit manufactured
by Digilent, and tested using Agilent MSO7014 Oscilloscope
and impeded digital logic analyzer. The system works perfectly
as simulated and within the operating ranges specified by the
synthesis report.

VIII. CONCLUSION

The authentication system is secured against tracing and
hacking by using self reconfigurable algorithm for different
card IDs, random selection for twelve different polynomials
from a pool of primitive polynomials and random selection of
polynomial shuffling and bit shuffling for the digest code
generated before getting out of our chip to the RFID card.

One of the important issues that give a push on the
technology road of the RFID technology is the cryptography
science.

The design architecture is done in a way to give us the
facility of changing the pool polynomials and the random
functions easily if needed for different application.

Cryptography
authentication.

This design enable RFID card multitasking as it can be used
with smart card as well.

1.

Adding extra bits for authentication that use part of the
memory card embedded on the RFID cards.

2.

More extra calculations at the reader/writer side than
before.

science

includes

encryption

and

Using Authentication for RFID systems in standalone
devices is our research point. Our algorithm can be used as
well with non-standalone system that is connected to server for
database accessibility.
RFID cryptography survey is done at the beginning of the
research. Finally, the review reveals that offline authentication
remains unsolved as practically all existing techniques need
online servers and further research is still needed in the field of
offline authentication and many network issues, before RFID
product authentication will meet all its promises in practice
[6].
In our research we have done a Design and Implementation
for the first RFID Digest Code for data authentication that
prevent card cloning and card data interrogation that increase
RFID card security against hacking.
New authentication algorithm is implemented with 384 bit
length digest code for variable data packet length and
programmable algorithm depending on variable card ID length.
Top hierarchy architecture and top down design took place
through Mentor Graphic Tools FPGA Advantage Pro 7.0 tool.
We used ModelSim SE Version 6.0 for simulation and Xilinx
ISE Version 9.2i for synthesis. The design is implemented
using a portable VHDL language and deployed on a Xilinx
Spartan-3E Family on FPGA XC3S500E -5FG320.
The design parameters extracted from synthesis reported
that the maximum operating frequency for the design is
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